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There is today a perpl exing problem related to poverty. This problem is 
the lack of a stable family tradition among the poor. Desertion and cohabita
tion are facts of life all too real. Why does this situation exist? Is there 
a hope for improvement? 

Let us first examine the historical. roots of the problem. For many of 
our poor thP, problem can be traced back to the days of slaveryw hen abu:ses of 
human dignity were rampant. The Kamily structure of the slaves was systema
tically destroyed by the plantation owners. Some of this was done with the 
intent of making control easier. Much of this destruction of the family 
resulted as a by-product of other abuses in the slaveholding system of which 
most of us are aware. Reconstruction found the slaves lacking a tradition of 
stable family units. 

The next great force that has contributed to destroying stable fa:nili2s 
as well as discouraging family stability has resulted from our efforts to aid 
the poor. The welfare sysr,em we have in operation tC'day tends to subsidize 
the breakup of the i'arnily. 1'llc1·e is somf' ~hing Wl'L'llg with a welfare system 
that encuiir,,r;s s a JTJ-'lll to J ,--:rm hjs fm11ily in order that they may be better ~-ifi' 
in ten11s of w,:1 fm:,.J r.l1Pcks. We n89d to take a long, hard l l-il ,J,. at om· welfa1.·e 
syst em and change it so that it serves the pm·p ose fur which it was 01·igi:1ally 
desjgued. A nega+.ive income tax couJd g·ovjde a better economic solut-ion. 
'l'lds tax sh"uld be based on i·amily juC'l •;11e. Even a simple change such as 
maldtig the we"l.fare pHYHJerits the same for families i,dt.h fat.hers living at h ,:nne 
and fami 1 ies wi+,L c,11t fat,1:<:rf-. ThiR might encourage family stability which 
is certainly an imp1· nverr,er1t. 

Another force which tends to disrupt the family is our economic system. 
This disruptjon is felt regardless of income class. However, the American 
middle-class c;:i.n adapt and rn.aj utain a stable family. The worst effects fall 
upon our poor. f,ower income fa.rnilies soon discover that i t is easier for the 
woman to obtain employment than it is for the male. It is little wonder that 
the husband and father of a poverty stricken family feels that he is useless. 
He has no skills, little education and a long ccnditioning tc defeat. 'rhis is 
happening within the cont.ext of a :=rnciety which views the male as the primary 
breadwinner of a family. Among the poor, the roles are reversed. The w::iman 
is the breadwinr.er for many of t.hese families. This is one situation which is 
intolerable to the sel f-rP,spect of the rr.ale. He bclicvefl that he should be 
a contributor--if not the major contributor--to his family income. GiYen ~he 
American belief as to the role of the male, and the situation he finds hilnself 
in, he must leave his family in hope of retaining a little bit of self-respect. 
When he leaves, he realizes that he is remoYing a non-contributing burden, in 
the economic sense, on his family. 

The situatior. appP.ars to be scmewhat hopeless for this generation. All of 
us will have to r ealize that these conditions can never be iinpr oved within a 
few years. The real hope likes in the generation entering school and attending 
elementary s chool. With a massive effort on the part of education, government, 
churches, and individuals the next generation of men can be come valuable wage 
earners who wi 11 have a chance to build a stable family on their s chievements. 
The next generation of women can spend m01·e time with their children and encourage 
their children to gr8a ter ace ornp 7 i i=;bwe11 ts• 

The problem of poverty may not be solved, but the situation can be improved 
if we can improve the stability of the fruni ly stl'nct-.m·e, as well as create hope 
for a better life in the nPxt generation. Any variety of hope is better than 
a spirit of despair. Let us not forg et that these people are American citizens 
and that it is our moral obligation to render any and all assistance to them 
in order to create a society in which every individual is a useful and 
productive member. 



REAL DEMOCRACY IN AFRICA~ 

by James G. Ward 

In south central Africa there lies what once was a prosperous, slee~colony 
of Britain with a chiefly rural population. The people were friendly and just 
in their dealings; no different from the people of our Midwest, western 
Australia, or even England. This area has not changed much in the last decade 
except that it is no longer sleepy and no lcnger a colony of Britain, at least 
from the point of view of the people of this area. This former colony, 
Rhodesia, has achieved a turbulent, largely unrecognized independence. New 
African nations are usually welcomed by all the great powers to the famiJ.y of 
nations. Loud praises are usually heard for th"l nation and its l eaders. This 
same occurrence in the nation of Rhodesia has been met with hostility and threat 
of armed intervention. As with the other nations of the continent, the 
majority of Rhodesia's population is nat ive African. Unlike most of the res t 
of Africa, the government is immigrant African-white. 

Britain andrrany members of the Commomwealth thought that Rhodesia was 
not ready· for independence, but the nationalist fervor was too strong. The 
white dominated government, on November 11, declared a unilaterial independence. 
This was done by Rhodesia's Prime Minister, Ian Smith. The neighboring nations 
have met this decree with threats of violence. Neither the United States or 
Britain recognize the independence of Rhodesia. The African nations surely do 
not want another white government on the continent, Britain is trying to keep 
relations within the Commonwealth on an even keel, and the United States is 
following its usual policy in such matters, burying its head in the sand and 
making believe that the situation does not exist. 

The central point of the situation is the growth of nationalism in 
Rhodesia coupled with the supposed immorality of a white minority ruling a 
black majority. · In Rhodesia's Parliament the 225,0C0 whites control 50 seats 
while the 4,000,000 blacks control only 15 seats. Under the "one •man-one vote" 
theory this certainly looks like cause for alarm. How can Rhodesians like 
Ian Smith, Clifford Dupont, and Desmond Lardner-Burke who supposedly stand .for 
demoeracy t olerate a situat ion like this? 

One of the basic tenets of democracy is equality. But, equality in no 
way means equality in ignorance. In a democ1·acy, the right of suffrage probably 
has primacy over all other rlghts of citizenship. Suffrage should not be denied 
because of race, creed, or socio- ~icvrwrni_c position., On the other hand, suff r age 
shou1d be denied because of a lack of liter acy in education. As an absolute 
minimum one must be literate in order to arrive at an intelligent decision 0:1 

matters of government. Anything less is not democracy, but mob rule based on 
ignorance. Suffrage is not based on percentage of racial registration or on 
property, but on the ability of its citizens to contribute intelligently to the 
decision-making process. If a democracy is not this, how can it be a preferred 
form of government? 

We must face certain rather obvious facts in Rhodesia. The whites, who 
control the government, are literate and generally well-educated; a vast 
majority of the native Africans are not literate. The native Africans who 
are literate are accounted for in the. system with their proportionate represan
tation, 15 seats in Parliament. Does Rhodesia need responsible -democracy or 
mob rule? An upstate newspaper referred to Ian Smith as the "most hated white 
in Africa." I would certainly not disagree with this, but I would also add 
that he may be one of the few people in Africa who can still see the concept 
of democracy in the way in which it is most meaningful to those governed by it. 
Whether it is Rhodesia, Britain, or the United States, democracy must have 
certain minimum standards, literacy among them, or the government r everts to a 
state of chaotic mob rule. 
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nTHE SECULAR CITY: 
A CELEBRATION OF ITS LIBERTIES AND AN INVITATION TO ITS DISCIPLINErr 

by Harvey Cox 
Reviewed 

cy David w. Heal 

It is characteristic of many members of my generation, introduced to paper

backs through the glories of Westerns and the mysteries of de~ective stories, to 

think that what is to be found between soft covers is primarily entertaining, and 

if not entertaining, capable of producing slumber at the end of a day given nver 

-'to 11 real 11 reading of pages respectably bound between board or calf leather. This 

is a prejudice which is hard to overcome in spite of, or perhaps because of, the 

the example of the younger generation which devours soft-covered books on the 

most abstruse subjects with an appetite which has only been exceeded by the paper 

shredders of the shadowy people who inhabit the worlds of diplomacy, espionage, 

counter-espionage, and detective agencies. In consequence one approaches the 

paper-covered three-hundred pages of The Secular City with nothing like the respect 

of the pr0blems of the city-urban decay, racial ghettoes, political corruption, 

and traffic chaos, but a deeply considered appraisal of what the coming of tech

nopolis in fact means to man, and what it means to the Church; not an institution 

but a people. Th~ book cannot be lightly read, although its general tone of hope 

and optimism is a great encouragement to the diffident reader. The general 

t8nor of the book might he suspected from the full ti tl8. Liberty is a word that 

plucks a r8sponsive chord in the emotions of most of us. Discipline reminds us 

of restrictions and limitations which may appear to be the antithesis of freedom 

and liberty, hut which is the stay and foundation of that liberty. The Secular 

City is, therefore, a call not only to rejoice but a call to responsibility. 

The premise of the thesis presented in The Secular City is that the rise of 

urban civilization - technopolis, to distinguish it from pre-industrial town 

life - and the decay of traditional religion are related phenomena rather than 

two unrelated movements that happen to be occurring concomitantly. The Secular 

City is the city from which the gods have fled. With this in mind, the titl~ of 

the npc-tJiug ch::tpter, The Bihlical S01n·ces of Sec11l arization, appeal's 1vi.:·al'l,,.:n Ga 1 • 

How is it t,lir1.t, the Bible, the w1•jt~ -cn l'"'" ":i.·d ,1f the ap11 ,,:,1·anctc~ of two of the 

trarli.tjc111a] :n•]ig:i.ous, can cont.ain the seeds of a g1·,1Gi·t.h which causes t.hose 

reljgj ons to di:,ciay, for St'c:11lm·ism, for most of us, stands for somot.hiug o~he~ 

than Hdigjcm? Sri<;i-rJd and Secular is a duo that we easily recognize. So it is 

necessary to de.fine tP.nus. 

Sec11l;:i.-dsm is 11man 1 s coming of age" (Bonhoeffer). It is the realizatioa by 

man that the wr,x·ld is his p1·ob]em, his responsibility. It is a turning away 

from an other wor"J d view to a vj ew foe1isAd on this w 01·ld where the trials and 

tribulations, as well as the joys and victories, cannot be ascribed to the furies 

or to a blind Kismet but to man. The Bible speaks to this issue in three ways. 

First, in the secu1arhation of creation. The Jewish account of this act of God 

was unique in that it drew a clear distinction between the Creator and the 

creation. There was no river god, or wind god, or spirits living in the trees. 

There remained God, rivers, winds, and trees. This attitude to creation is a 

necessary attitude for the development of natural science. It does not in 

itself assure the growth of the scientific method and the sciences, but it is a 

condition for any society that develops natural science. It is not coincidence, 

then, that natural science, which undel'pins technopolis, should appear in the Ju:lao

Christian world. Secondly, the Bible speaks to the secularization of politics. 

The Jewish nation was born in an act of rebellion, a rebellion against a deifiei 

government in Egypt. The Bible then cannot speak against change; it cannot deify 

a ruling class. Again, the political creeds emphasizing individual liberty before 

governrr,ents grew up in a society that had been influenced by the Biblical traii

tion. (Unfortunately that does not mean that it was the Church which actually led 

the advance). Thirdly, the Bible in the Sinai covenant leads the way to the 

secularization of values. The injunction that the Children of Isra·el should not 

worship anything made by man is interpreted as applying not only to physical 

realities but metaphysical as well. The relativisation of values that ensues 

from this covenant derr.ands responsibility on the part of man: the responsibility 

at least to recognize that although the view may be relative the thing viewed exist.s. 

The shape of technopolis is determined by the mobility and ~his annonymity of 

its inhabitants. Both of these cha1·a0t.ei·ist.fos Cox views as being liba:::ating 

features, and sees the first as being distine ~.J y within the Judao-Chrif;tian tradi

tion. Mobility is the weapon of the underdog, in the sense that if you c an 1 t 

beat them, you don 1 t have to join them, you can move. This mesf<age might well be 

received by a nation of irr.migrants. The early church was a mobile church, so much 

sot hat its people were called the people of the way. The Children of Israel spent 

the first f0rty years of their existence as a nation in permanent movement. Both. 

religions suffered mutilation almost beyond the limits of recognition when their 

adherents attempted to fix Yahweh to the Temple rock in Jerusalem, and Christ to 

christendom. Annonymity on the other hand, might not be directly biblical, but it 



does demand of the individual responsibility. It does demand that he come of age. 
It does require that he leave the crutches of the tribe and of the small town. 
The decisions that are made by technopolitan man, whether they be day to day 
decisions such as which movie to see, or more important decisions such as the 
choice of a wife or of a vocation are his decisions and he is responsible for 
them. In this way technopolitan man is required to grow into the nature ordained 
for him by man. That nature is to share in the act of creation, to share in the 
formulation of order out of chaos, Man was created in the image of God, that is 
as a creator as well as a created being, and not as a plaything for the gods. 
In technopolis man has an increased ability to fulfill his fun•tion. He also 
runs the risk of creating greater chaos. This would appear to be the real issue 
of the day. 

It is evident that this thesis is something different to the message so often 
proclaimed from the pulpit that the city is part of hell, and that heaven is to 
be found in the small town of rural America. It is also different in its welcome 
of change, in its desacratising of institutions and values, but very welcome to 
those who have felt the contrdiction between institutionalized christianity with 
its defense of the status quo, and the social taboos, on the one hand, and the 
revolutionary thirst presented and crucified by the religious instituticns of 
his time, and rejected hy the defenders of the status quo. Our faith is a 
revolutionary faith that does not lend support to our prejudices and social 
niceties. It is a faith that tells us to banish the gods and to take our place 
in creation as creators. That we should throw in our lot with God should not be 
surprising, because we were created in his image, and his aims are our aims, his 
victory is our victory, his happiness is our happiness. There is nothing 
demeaning to man here; he is called to be a god, and the secular, techn•:politan 
society can be viewed as an aid in this achievement. 

* 
* SKANDALON PROUDLY ANNOUNCES 

THE WALT WHITMAN AWARD IN POGO'! '.OLCGY 

• !- •rwo cash prizes--one of $10.00 and one of $5.00--to be .Rwa1·<kd ~,,)the 
• !- t1ro male ur,.dergradua-':.i:s with the finest beard; on camp1.1fll 

* Spc,nson-:d by the following men who will serve also as judges: 

Harry Staley• i-1 
William Grimes 
Paul I.emon 
T'hP-odore Standing 
Arthur Collins 

Paul Wheeler 
John Overbeck 
Frank Snow 
David Heal 
Thom,sr1 Littlefield 

St~leyis ahsence, David Tuggle will serve as surrogate) 

" ,~ 

·H· 

•(-

•~ Prizes to be awarded on Friday, January 7th. Furth~r details lat'1rl •~ 

************************************* 
November 30, 1965 

'11
0 The Edi tors of SKANDALON: 

A couple of w,eks ago, you requAsten that I write an article from a con
scientious objector's point of view on the Novan ber 27 March on Washington for 
Peace in Vietnam. What can a c. o. say a bout the March other than 11Hurrah! 
40,000 people want to stop the killing in Vietnam! 11 ? 

The primary issues t0 be raised in an article about the March are political 
ones. Most of those who marched. did so out of a patriotic motivation. The 
Veterans who have seen other wars stood oppnsed to the Vietnamese War on prfrnnd Jy 
political and patriotic grounds, not pacifist. The majority of the marchers were 
there because they do not want the u. s. to become involved in a full-scale land 
war in Asia. They believe that untried approaches to a negotiated settlement 
should be attempted -,efore fudher escalating the conflict. As a pacifist, I 
welcome the support of such people; but, although I share their views, my own 
motivation comes from a deeper moral conviction that the war itself, as all 
wars, is immoral. 

Peace, 

Gary Delain 

,, 


